Using reliable and effective nondestructive techniques (NDT) to evaluate and quantify the degree of damage in concrete structures remains challenging. Studies recently indicated that certain tools from nonlinear acoustics seem promising for the characterization of cracks or microcracks developed in concrete structures. Very few of these tools are currently applied in the field, their implementation causing various problems. This paper proposes a new method based on nonlinear acoustics to characterize the concrete deterioration, especially the damage associated with alkali-silica reaction (ASR). This method consists in quantifying the influence of an external mechanical disturbance on the propagation of an ultrasonic compression wave in the material. This influence is related to the local distortion induced by the disturbance in the structure and is closely associated with the density and specificities of the crack network in concrete. ASR damaged and non-reactive concrete specimens were submitted to various uniaxial stress levels while compression waves velocity were measured transversally. Relevant indicators of nonlinearity were highlighted in order to better assessing of the ASR effects on the structure. Measurements were also performed on concrete samples where external stress was applied in order to assess the influence of this parameter on the method. The results obtained confirm the relevance and effectiveness of this method and open up new prospects for in situ application.
INTRODUCTION
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) causes the swelling and cracking of concrete structures. The expansion is due to the formation of a reaction product, the silica gel, which swells at moisture levels above about 85% R.H. This expansive gel induces tensile stress within 2nd International Symposium on Advances in Concrete through Science and Engineering 11-13 September 2006, Quebec City, Canada aggregates and cement paste, and might lead to the formation of a microcrack network through the concrete when the material tensile strength is reached. In order to rehabilitate concrete suffering from ASR, it is required to conduct a systematic assessment of the concrete condition prior to specifying any kind of repair procedure. Researchers and engineers are thus developing innovative methods for condition assessment, performance prediction, and maintenance management for the cost-effective rehabilitation of ASR-affected structures. Nondestructive methods based on nonlinear elasticity could be very effective for such task. Recent work carried out on rocks showed that the sensitivity of nonlinear elasticity for detecting various defect types is greater than the wave velocity or attenuation measurements performed in linear propagation mode [1] . This paper deals with the analysis of the nonlinear behaviour, mainly the hysteretic and slow dynamics, observed on concrete samples affected by ASR. A nonlinear technique, which can be applied in-situ, is then proposed. This technique would enable following the variation of the material elastic properties after a disturbance, such as an impact generated by a hammer. The principle consists to produce a mechanical disturbance through a specimen, while an ultrasonic compression wave is propagating in transmission mode. This disturbance creates a variation of the compression wave that is proportional to the specimen damage level. With proper analysis techniques, specific parameters, such as the standardized variation of propagation velocity, the dynamic attenuation, allowed assessing the degree of damage of the concrete.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Linear acoustic refers to low amplitude waves propagation. The elastic strains occurring are so low that the stress waves do not modify the elastic properties of the material. In nonlinear mode, the wave amplitude is much higher, and significant local deformations are created by the waves propagation. These deformations cause the modification of the material elastic properties, inducing a nonlinear behaviour. The cause of the non-linearity is related to the micro-defects within the concrete. In the specific case of ASR, the microcracks are subjected to various cycles of closing/opening due to pressure of the propagating compression waves. The behaviour of such cycles is also linked to the crack orientation with respect to the pressure direction. Depending on this orientation, the material rigidity will either reduce or increase, if cracks are opened or closed [2] . To describe some nonlinear phenomenon such as nonlinear hysteresis, the models of Priesach and Mayergosz (P-M) was used as basis in the development of some nonlinear models [3, 4] . The P-M model is based on the assumption that the macroscopic elastic properties of the tested material result from the integral response of a large number of individual elastic elements. These elements (HEU: Hysteretic Elastic Unit) are made from inter-grain boundaries, microcracks and other discontinuities. Each elastic element may or not show hysteretic behaviour between two configurations (opened or closed) depending on the stress to which it is subjected [3] .
In the nonlinear mode, the Hooke's law can be written as:
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The nonlinear behaviour of a tested sample can stem from several phenomena, such as the slow dynamical effects, the dynamic attenuation, and others. Previous research reported that the nonlinear hysteretic is strongly linked to the phenomenon of slow dynamic [2, 3, 5] . A simple model for the variation of the Young modulus ( ∆ M) in the nonlinear mode can be put forward to explain this phenomenon, assuming a constant time relaxation τ [2] ( Fig.1 ): 
The specimen response form is then:
However, experimental observations made on rock samples showed that the relaxation process is a time logarithmic function rather than an exponential function [3] . TenCate et al. [5] explained this effect by the statistics of bond restoration at microscopic contacts area in media after their rupture by a mechanic disturbance. The P-M model states that the nonlinear response of the tested solid stems from the integral response of a large number of individual elastic units. These elastic elements may not react to the disturbance at the same time. Actually, each elastic unit can be considered to have its own response time. Thus, the integral response of the medium depends on the average response of the whole elastic units.
EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION AND RESULTS

3.1
Quasi-static experience In order to demonstrate the dependence of the velocity variation regarding the cracks dissymmetrical closing/opening cycles, quasi-static testing was carried out on two specimens. The first specimen was affected by ASR, while the second one was sound concrete. Both specimens were made with the same concrete mixture proportions, except the first one was made with reactive limestone aggregates. The experimental procedure consisted to apply, on the tested sample, different levels of compression static stress with an hydraulic press (Fig. 2) . The maximum applied stress (5 MPa, which is about 20% of the concrete compressive strength) was considered to be in the elastic range of the material. The stress was applied along a single axis (uniaxial) and the waves propagate perpendicular to the direction of the applied static stress. The velocity of a compression wave was measured, which allowed following the response of the sample regarding the stress applied during a cycle of loadingunloading. Indeed, when the uniaxial load was applied on the sample, in the direction perpendicular to the load, the sample is in traction; what will cause the opening of the microscopic cracks [2] . The transducers are sensitive to the cracks that are perpendicular to
the direction of wave propagation. This configuration allows observing only the open cracks that are in the direction of load, thus perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The opening leads to a variation of the propagation velocity of compression waves. Fig. 3 shows that the velocity of the damaged specimen varies much more than that of intact: a variation of about 0.05 for 1MPa was observed for the damaged sample while the curves remained nearly flat the intact sample. Moreover, the damaged specimen showed a significant hysteresis compared with the intact specimen. 
3.2
New nonlinear method A series of acoustic waves was generated through the specimen with a piezoelectric transducer (Fig. 4) . During this time, an impact was applied on the specimen causing mechanical disturbances; i.e. cycles of opening/closing in cracks, filled or not with silica gel. The hysteretic behaviour of the material stemming from to the mechanical dissymmetry of the opening/closing cycles increased the cracks opening with the successive impacts. The crack opening after the impact caused a temporal delay on the wave arrival. Thus, the delay and the magnitude spectrum variation of the signal enable the evaluation of the crack density per volume unit, which can be indicative of the concrete damage level. The calculation is made taking into account, as reference, the wave propagation (velocity and amplitude) when the specimen is in the relaxed state. The delay and signal spectrum magnitude variation allowed With an attempt to demonstrate the slow dynamic relaxation processes before disturbance, tests were carried out on two concrete specimens (one made with sound concrete, the second affected by ASR). Figure 6 shows that the dynamic attenuation of the intact specimen decreased before the damaged specimen.
Others tests were carried out on four concrete cores, referred to as E1, E2, E3, and E4. These cores were taken from the same hydraulic structure and they exhibited different degrees of damage associated with ASR [6] . The visual examination of cores E1, E2, E3 pointed out the presence of several cracks partially or totally filled with gel. No significant damage was observed on core E4. Figures 7a to 7d show the disturbance rate measurements for various samples during a serie of 10 impacts. Figure 8 shows the comparative results for the 4 cores. Two kinds of behaviour can be observed. A higher disturbance rate was measured for cores E1, E2 and E3 compared with core E4. The disturbance rate of the undamaged core varied little during the impacts and quickly reached a limit value of about 15. On the other hand, the disturbance rate increased significantly after each impact for the damaged cores, and reached an asymptotic trend, which is about 50 for the most deteriorated core (Fig. 8) . Regarding the damaged cores, the first impact, transmitted to the specimen some energy, which produced a partial opening of the cracks. With the following impact, due to the relaxation process in time logarithmic "phenomenon of slow dynamics", the specimen was not allowed "to relax"(i.e. the cracks did not have time to close up). Therefore, additional energy was provided from successive impacts, increasing the opening of the cracks until the maximum opening has been reached.
With the same impact energy, the specimen E4 reached its maximum opening prior to the damaged samples. Results showed that the presence of cracks in concrete leads to an increasing disturbance rate with the successive impacts. Without significant damage level, the disturbance rate remained low and did not increase much. This conclusion was confirmed with a Plexiglas specimen, an homogeneous material that does not present any damage (Fig. 8) . Results indicated that the Plexiglas specimen does not present any disturbance due to the impacts. 
CONCLUSION
A new non-destructive technique for assessing concrete damage was developed. This technique is based on the theory of non-linearity according to the model proposed by Priesach-Mayergosz and uses the material response to a mechanical disturbance. The specimen response to this disturbance shows its slow dynamic relaxation, which allowed evaluating the concrete damage level. It was initially showed by a quasi-static test the nonlinear behaviour of samples affected by ASR. The results showed the relevance of the technique to discerning sound concrete from concrete damaged by ASR.
Compression wave velocity was measured. For the damaged concrete, the velocity was 4360 m/s, while it was 4220 m/s for the sound concrete; the velocities were about the same. The new technique indicated that the damaged concrete showed a disturbance rate 3 times higher than that sound concrete.
However, on a field structure, two factors may impede the application of this technique: -confinement stress within structure due to its own mass and to the swelling gel; -accessibility of the structure members for transmission mode. Work is currently being conducted in order to improve the technique for in situ applications. Furthermore, research will be carried out to assess other deterioration processes, such as freeze/thaw cycles, with the attempt to characterize the damage typically associated with ASR.
